Quiz 2

DUE: 2019-06-21, 23:59 IST.

1. Which painting tradition often concludes their paintings in "after death scenes" episodes?
   - Mughal Painting
   - Gond Painting
   - Rajasthani Painting
   - Patanjali
   No. The answer is incorrect.  
   Correct Answer(s): Patanjali

2. What are the two main centres of Gujarati?
   - Kandivali and Baroda
   - Kalgudi and Baroda
   - Kalgudi and Barath
   - Baddi and Mehsur
   No. The answer is incorrect.  
   Correct Answer(s): Kalgudi and Baroda

3. Didar is a single handed painting that are found in?
   - Chinese schools
   - Santhal Pahar
   - Ama Barat
   - Any of these
   No. The answer is incorrect.  
   Correct Answer(s): Any of these

4. Where can you find the famous art of Patra-nachas?
   - Khalifpur,
   - Delhi
   - Varanasi
   - Sholapur
   Correct Answer(s): Patra-nachas

5. Who invented the name of the Buddhist monk 'Majjhama Go tapa' in his book 'Bhart Ray Bhadra'?
   - D.P Roy Chaudhury
   - Dr. Prasanta Choudhury
   - Kallioda
   - Any of these
   Correct Answer(s): Dr. Prasanta Choudhury

6. Who is the author of the book 'Ashadha Pratishtha'?
   - Ayushvita
   - Kalidas
   - Parami
   - Any of these
   Correct Answer(s): Parami

7. Which state celebrates "Kalam Eluta"?
   - Karnataka
   - Tamil Nadu
   - Kerala
   - Any of these
   Correct Answer(s): Kerala

8. Which dynasty ruled Bihar and Bengal when Buddhism illustrated its peak in manuscript development?
   - Pala Dynasty
   - Mura Dynasty
   - Ghalayas Empire
   No. The answer is incorrect.  
   Correct Answer(s): Ghalayas Empire

9. Which community during Buddha's time who practised scrity?
   - Shri Baha
   - Vaidhali
   - Shikhari
   - Any of these
   Correct Answer(s): Shikhari

10. Where can we find the term 'Ajanta' in the two dimensional picture for worshipping?
   - Madhuraswami
   - Aaradhana
   - Shashwatinath
   No. The answer is incorrect.  
   Correct Answer(s): Aaradhana

11. In which two states Kusumabha mentions patronship?
   - Rajasthani and Kusumabha
   No. The answer is incorrect.  
   Correct Answer(s): Rajasthani and Kusumabha

12. In which two states Kusumabha mentions patronship?
   - Rajasthani and Kusumabha